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N1251 - Draft Contribution on: Programming Language Independent Specification Methods

N1252 - Working Draft on: Normative Addendum for ISO/IEC 9899 - Programming Language C

N1253 - Minutes of Meeting of WG14 - C held in Salt Lake City USA, 1992-05-13/15

N1254 - Draft Agenda and hotel information for the next meeting of WG14 - C to be held in Stirling VA, USA, 1992-12-08/10

N1255 - Summary of Voting on a proposal to register N1143, Varying Length Character String in Fortran, as a CD

N1256 - Corrections to document N1241 (Minutes of SC22 plenary mtg) and N1242 (Res)

N1257 - Revised Report of the JTC1/SWG on Procedures Ad Hoc Group on Funding Mechanisms (JTC1 N1942R)

N1258 - Notice of the next meeting of WG9 - Ada, to be held in Salem USA, 1992-11-14

N1259 - Draft Agenda for the next meeting of WG21 - C++, to be held in Boston USA, 1992-11-01/06

N1260 - Japanese comments on Addendum 1 to CD9945-2: POSIX Shell & Utilities, User Portability Extensions

N1261 - WG11’s Response to comments from IFIP WG2.5 on CD10967: Language Compatible Arithmetic

N1262 - WG11’s Response to Member Body comments on CD10967: Language Compatible Arithmetic

N1263 - Second CD10967-1: Language Compatible Arithmetic

N1264 - Hotel information for a meeting of WG21 - C++ to be held in Portland USA, 1993-03-07/12

N1265 - CD13211-1: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Programming language Prolog, Part 1, General Core

N1266 - CD3210: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) - Test
Methods for Measuring Conformance to POSIX

N1267 - CD 1539:1991, Amendment 1 on: Varying Length Character Strings in Fortran

N1268 - Withdrawal of CD 13211-1, Prolog Part 1, General Core

N1269 - Draft minutes of meeting of WG2 - Pascal held in Andover, USA, 1992-09-14/18

N1173R - Revised version of WG14 Convener's report to the SC22 Plenary held 1992-09-24/28

N1270 - Working Draft on: Guide to POSIX Open System Environment

N1271 - Minutes of meeting of WG5 - Fortran held in Victoria B.C. Canada, 1992-07-27/31

N1272 - Minutes of meeting of WG2 - Pascal held in Andover Mass. USA, 1992-09-14/18

N1273 - Additional Information for the meeting of the SC21 Special WG on Modelling Facilities, to be held in Namur Belgium, 1992-12-07/11

N1274 - Minutes of meeting of WG21 - C++ held in Toronto Ont. Canada 1992-07-12/17

N1275 - CORRECTION TO CD 13210: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environment and system software interface - Portable Operating System Interface - Test Methods for Measuring Conformance to POSIX

N1276 - Additional information on Second CD 10967-1 and request for clear national body positions in their voting

N1277 - Letter from the New Zealand Member Body and letter ballot on their proposal that SC22 request JTC1 to consider locating the focus of Internationalization activities outside any one particular SC

N1278 - WG11 Expert's contribution on Language Bindings

N1279 - Minutes of WG11 meeting held on 1992-10-12/16 in Paris France

N1280 - Meeting Notice, Draft Agenda and Hotel information for the next meeting of WG4 - COBOL to be held in Orlando Fla. USA, 1993-02-22/26


N1283 - WG15's National Conventions Questionnaire
N1284 - JTC1 Clarification of the procedure for the establishment of category A Liaisons

N1285 - Preliminary information for the next meeting of WG5 - Fortran to be held in Berchtesgaden Germany, 1993-07-05/09

N1286 - SC22 Questionnaire on a plan to mechanize the preparation and distribution of SC22 documents

N1287 - Comments from China on Working Draft of Guide to the POSIX Open System Environment

N1288 - JTC1/SC21’s first draft report on the New Work Area on Programmatic Interfaces

N1289 - Working Draft on: Language-Independent Procedure Calling and letter ballot on its registration as Committee Draft

N1290 - Summary of Voting on CD 12227: SQL/Ada Module Description Language

N1291 - Minutes of meeting of WG4 - COBOL held in Zaandam The Netherlands, 1992-06-22/26


N1294 - Information about Ad Hoc Meeting on Character Sets, to be held in Copenhagen, Denmark, 1993-04-21/23

N1295 - Minutes of meeting of WG15 - POSIX held in Reading UK, 1992-10-27/30

N1296 - Notice of meeting and draft agenda for the next meeting of WG15 - POSIX to be held Heidelberg Germany, 1993-05-10/14

N1297 - Notice of Editorial meeting of WG15 - POSIX to be held in New Orleans USA, 1993-01-13/14

N1298 - Information paper on the relationship between Z and VDM-SL

N1299 - Draft Agenda for the next meeting of WG21 - C++ to be held in Portland Oregon, USA, 1993-03-07/12

N1300 - JTC1/SC22 Document Register, documents N1251 - N1300